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Transparency in the Open Government Era

CHAPTNN T3
TNAilSPARIilCY, PRTYATY &

THI $t0lt]m{ alFArR

Russell L. WEAVER

Professor of Law ù Distinguished (Jniversity scholar,
university of Louisville, Louis D. Brandeis school of Law

f n many respects, the u"s. government is more open and transparent
Ithan it has ever been" Congress has enacted various statutes - the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)', the Federal Advisory Committee
Act (FACA)2, and the Government in the sunshine Act3 - designed
to give citizens more information regarding the inner workings of
government. Congressional legislation has been supplemented by the
"open Government Initiative" (oGI) in which president Barack obama
promised to make his administration more open and transparent than any
previous administration" Obama's Initiative included a pledge to develop
better data release technology, facilitate the communication and release
of governmental information, make more information available to the
public through FOIA4, and create an enabling policy framework for open
governments.
In addition to promoting openness and transparency, U.S. societyhas always
emphasized individual privac¡ especially privacy against governmental
intrusions" This interest in privacy dates back to the founding of the nation,
and abuses perpetrated by British officials during the American colonial
period6. Concerned about the British use of general warrants and writs
of assistance, which gave colonial officials broad authority to search the
colonists and their homes, the new Americans demanded constitutional
r. s u"s.c. $ ss2 (1967¡.
2. s U.S.C. $ App. (\972); B6 Stat. 770 (tgTZ)"
3. s u.s.c. $ ss2(b) lLe76).
4.5U.S.C.$552"
5. See Barack Obama, Memorandum on Transparency and Open Governmenf ( jan. 21, 2009).
6. See Russell L. W-eaver, The James Otts Lecture: 'The Fourth .Amendment, Privøcy and
AdvancingTechnology, S0 Mrss. L.J. il31-1227 (Z}tI).
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13. Transparency, Privacy & The Snor¡¡den Affair (R. Mleaver)

protections against governmental intrusions.T These demands resulted
in adoption of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution
which prohibited government from engaging in "unreasonable searches
and seizures"s Privacy protections accelerated in the nineteenth century
following publication of a seminal article by Samuel Warren and Justice
Louis D. Brandeis on autonomy and privacy.e In that article, they forcefuliy
articulated the need to protect."privacyi' characterizing "the right to be let
alone" as "the right most valued by civilized menl'r0 The Warren and Brandeis
article led to the creation of the modern tort of invasion of privacy which
includes protection against both the government and private individuals,
and creates four separate and distinct tort causes of action: 1) intrusion
upon the plaintiff's seclusion or solitude, or into private affairs; 2) public
disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the plaintitr; 3) publicity that
places the plaintiff in a false light in the public eye; and 4) appropriation of
the plaintiff's name or likeness for the defendant's advantage.ll
Despite these significant movements toward openness and transparenc¡
and enhanced privacyprotections, recent revelations regarding the National
security Agency's (NSA) surveillance program'2 suggest that the u.S.
government is not overly open and transparent or very protective of privacy.
The NSA revelations highlight the contradictory pressures that government
faces today. Although governments may talk about transparency and
openness, and give lip service to the need to protect individual privacy,
governments always maintain a level of secrec¡r3 and routinely engage in
spying and surveillance. Although governments have a legitimate interest
in shielding certain types of information (e.g., state secrets or information
vital that is potentially damaging to national security or foreign relations),'a
the question is one of balance.
This article discusses the NSA surveillance operations, as well as concerns
regarding how those operations impact governmental transparency and
7, Id.
8. U.S, Co¡ssr., Auor. IV.
9, See Samuel B. warren & Louis B. Brandeis,The Right to Privacy,4 Henv. L. R¡v. 193
(l8eo).
t0.Id.
11. See William L. Prosser, Privacy,43 Clur. L. Rpv. 3S3 (1960); see also UNornsr¡Nolxc
tuE FInst Arrexnr,rsN^r, supra note 23, at 48-52.
L2. 8.g., Doug Stanglin; Snowden Says NSA Can Tap Email Chøts, The Courier-Journal, A3
(Aug. I , 2013); Shane Scott, Dlsclo sures on NSA, Surveillance Put Awkward Light on Previous
Denials, N.Y. Times,Iun. 12, 2013, atA. 18.
13. See William E. Funk, Sidney Shapiro & Russell L. Weaver, Ao¡,lr{rsrRaTrvE Ltw 623
(West, 4'h ed., 2010) (hereafter Funk, Shapiro & Weaver).
14. Id. See, e.g., United States v. Nixon,418 U.S. 683 (1974) (ordering President Nixon to
release information, but noting that confidentiality regarding the President's conversations
and correspondence is generally privileged, and going on to note that this privilege is
"fundamentalto the operation of Government and inextricably rooted in the separation of
powers under the Constitutionl').
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individuai privacy, and the tradeoffs that society has made in order to
combat terrorism"

S I - The Snowden Revelations

In June, 20L3, Edward Snowden, an employee for an NSA contractor (Booz
Allen Hamilton), revealed to the world that the tlnited States government
was involved in a massive secret surveillance and data collection operation.rs
Snowden, who was stationed in Hawaii,r6 stole thousands of documents
from the NSA involving the years 2007 to 2012,t7 and fled to Hong Kong.rs
There, Snowden made contact with a well-known journalist, who had
written about fulian Assange of Wikileaks,le and provided the journalist
with an extensive interview and copies of thousands of classified documents
disclosing the scope of the NSA surveillance program.z0 Eventually,
Snowden fled to Russia where he was granted temporary asylum"2l
Before the Snowden disclosures, some may have suspected that the U.S.
government was spying on ordinary citizens" However, Snowden revealed a
surveillance operation that was so grand that one commentator described it
as "breathtaking."22 The NSA employs 35,000 people,23 and operates with a
budget of $10.8 billion per year.2a With such a large stafl and a huge budget,
the NSA was able to engage in worldwide surveillance.2s One commentator
suggested that the staggering breadth of the program as motivated by the
\lSAs desire "not to miss anythingi'enhanced by a staggeringlyiarge budget
and a "near-invisibility" of the program from governmental scrutiny",u
Snowden's revelations led to disclosure of the fact that the NSA was
collecting a staggering array of information about people all over the
world. The NSA was prying into all types of electronic communications,
including information that could be gleaned from phone calls and

L5. E.g.,Scott, supra note 12, at 418.
16. See Mark Mazzetti & Michael S. Schmidt, Ex-CIA Worker Says He Disclosed U.S.
Surveillønce, THe Npw Yonr TrMss, A1 (June 10, 2013).
17 " See S¿e Scott Shane, No Morsel Too Nlinuscule for All-Consuming NSA; From Spying on
Leader of U.N" to tracking Drug Deals, on Ethos of 'Why Nofi', THs Npw Yonr Tr¡¿es, Al0
(Nov" 13, 2013); Stanglin, supra note 12, at 43"
18" S¿e Charlie Savage & Mark Mazzetti" Cryptic Overtures and ø Cløndestine Meeting Gave
Birth to a Blockbuster Story, THp Npw Yonx Tlprps, Jun. 10, 2013,at A. t3"
19. See Peter Maass, How Laura Poitras Helped Snowden Spill His Secrets, THE New Yonx
Trivrss, S MM (Aug. 13,2013).
20.Id.
21. See Steven Lee Myers & Andrew E. Kramer, Defiant Russia Grants Snowden Year' Asylum,
TnE Npw Yonx Tr¡¡Es, Al (Aug. l, 2013)"
22"See Shane, supranote l7,atAl0.
23" See ld., at 41"
24. See Shane, supra nole 17, at ,{1.
25. See How Laurq Poitrex Helped. Sowden" supra note 19,
26. See Shane, supr6 note 17, at 410.
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13. Transparency, Privacy & The Snowden Affair (R. Weaver)

e-mails, text messages, records of credit card purchases and information
from social media networks. 27 In addition, the NSA hacked into foreign
computers and installed software that allowed it to monitor actions on
those computers,28 and issued a secret order to Verizon Wireless requiring
that company to turn over its phone records.2e The NSA also develãped a
tool nicknamed "muscular" that it used to hack into yahoo and Google
data communication centers, thereby accessing hundreds millions of
individual accounts belonging to both Americans and non-Americans.3o
As a result, the size of the NSA surveillance program grew by leaps and
bounds, involving every e-mail sent through either the Google or yahoo
systems or posted on the Google.doc system,3r and implicating some l.g
million customer accounts32 and 182 million communication records over
a thirty-day period,33 including "to" and "from" e-mail information, as well
as text, audio and video information.3a In addition, there was evidence
suggesting that the U.S. central Intelligence Agency (cIA) paid AT&T
some $10 million per year for access to AT&T data files,3s allowing the CIA
to ask AT&T to search its database for information related to designated
individuals.3. However, because the CIA is prohibited from engaging in
domestic spylng on Americans, restrictions were imposed on the AT&T data
collection process to protect the identity of Americans.3T In theor¡ the NSA
surveillance program was focused on obtaining access to communications
of "foreign intelligence valuei'3s and on electronic communications that
carried information pertaining to foreign intelligence targets.3e Whether
this was actually true is unclear. In any event, the NSA was storing collected
information for up to five years.
The NSA was even spying on foreign leaders, including the heads of allied
nations such as Germany, France, Brazil,Israel and Japan,no and had even

27. See id. at Al0.
28. See id., aT All.
29. See How Laurø Poitras Helped Sowden, supra nole 19.
30. See Barton Gellman &Ashkan Soltani, NSA Hacks Yahoo, Google: Globat Data Links
Expose untold Millions of Accounts, THs counrnn-|ounNer, A-l (oct. 31,2013).
31. se¿ Martha Mendoza, Reagan's arder Led to NSA's Broader spying, THp counrsn-
)ounN,r,r, Al0, c. 1-6 (Nov. 24,2013).
32.úd.
33. rd.
34.ld.
35. See Charlie Savage, C.I.A. Ties to AT&T's Add Another Side to Spy Debate, h¡rnRnar¡oN¡L
Hsnero TRrsuNr, A5 (Nov. 8,2013).
36,ld.
37.ld. ("... when the company produces records of international calls with one end in the
United States, it does not disclose the identity of the Americans and'masks'several digits of
their numbers..i').
38. See Mendoza, supra no|"e 31, at Al0.
39,ld.
40. Id. at Al & Al0.
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monitored German Chancellor Angel Merkel's cellphone"al In addition, the
NSA spied on lJnited Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, in advance
of a visit to the White House, in order to gain access to his talking points
for the meeting"a2 This spying on allies produced anger and outrage with the
Germans characterizing the spying as 'tompletely unacceptable.a3 French
President Francois Hollande responded similarly, denouncing the NSA
spying as "totally unacceptable""aa
The NSA may have collected so much information that it was simply unable
to analyze or make effective use of that information"as Indeed, some of the
data involved languages that NSA analysts were not capable of reading
or analyzirg"nu The NSA defended its possession of this mega-data on
the basis that it gave the NSA the ability to quickly search and uncover
data as needed.aT One estimate suggests that as much as fifty percent of
the surveillance delivered to President Obama each morning was based on
NSA surveillance"as
The U"S. government's surveillance prograrn was hardly limited to
electronic surveillance" The evidence reveals that the government was
surveilling individuals, including IJ.S. citizens, in other ways" For example,
the government has asserted the right to search ali electronic devices that
cross the U.S. border, including laptops, smart phones, etc., as well as the
right to copy the information contained on those devices.ae For those that
run afoul of the NSA, these border searches could be frequent, rigorous
and oppressive. For example, Laura Poitras, the journalist who worked with
Snowden, assisting him in his disclosures, was continually harassed.sO She
was placed on a "terrorist watch list" that made it difficult to board flights,sl
and she was detained and cross-examined more than 40 times at airports.s2
In addition, she assumed that the government was surveilling her e-mails,
phone calls and web browsing"53

4T. See Alison Smale, Anger Growing Among Allies on U.S. Spying Merkel Calls Obamø in
Fallout Over NSA, Tnr Nrw Yonr TrMss, Al (Nov. 21,2013)"
42" rd.
43" See Smale, supra note 4I"
44. See Alissa J. Rubin, French Condemn Surveillance by NSA: Anger After Report of Data
Collection, THs Nsw Yonr Tr¡vres, Al (Oct. 21,2013).
45. See Shane, suprûnote 17, atAl0.
46.hd. at Al l (suggesting that some uncovered material was essentially worthless because of
a shortage of traineci linguists).
47 " Id.
48.Id.
49. See Russell L. Weaver, Administrative Searches, Technology ú Personal Privacy, zz ffiI. a
Manv Brrr Rr" 1.571 (2013).
5û, See How Lau{a Poitras Heiped Sowden, suprn nole 19,
5r" Id.
52" Íd"
53.{d.
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S 2 - Governmental Transparency

The Snowden disclosures raise very troubling issues regarding
transparency, openness and governmental oversight. Any surveillance and
data collection program is subject to possible abuse, and such a massive
program is of particular concern because it is subject to possibie abuse.
Following the Snowden revelations, evidence emerged suggesting that the
NSA was involved in improprieties. Indeed, at point following revelations
of improprieties, the NSA promised to halt various illegal practices, but
there is evidence suggesting that the NSA nevertheless continued to act
illegally.sa Some contend that the improprieties were not committed in
bad faith, but rather were attributable to 'þoor management, Iack of
involvement by compliance officials and lack of internal verification."ss In
one case, the NSA asserted that an improper collection was attributable
to a "typographical error."56 Regardless, a federal intelligence court judge
concluded that "those responsible for conducting oversight at the NSA had
failed to do so effectively."sT
The U.S. government's spying program did not begin with president
obama. Indeed, the NSA was created in lgs2,s' and president Ronald
Reagan signed an executive order providing for expanded surveillance of
non-U.S. citizens.se However, the program began ramping up following
the 9/11 attacks when President George W. Bush invoked the Terrorist
Surveillance Act to justify expanded surveillance.6o That act was eventually
replaced by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) which created
a secret court to oversee governmental surveillance and data collection
operations.6r
While few doubt the government's need to combat terrorism, or to engage
in surveillance in aid of that effort, and those who have criticized Snowden
often focus on harm to the nation from his revelations regarding the NSA
Program. The difficultyis that the breadth of the NSA program, coupled with
the extent of secrec¡ raise very troubling implications for governmental
oPenness and transparency. There was a point in history when governments
considered themselves above criticism. In 1606, England's Star Chamber
created the crime of seditious libel in de Libellis Famosis.62 That decision
54. See Eileen Sullivan, NSA Vowed Repeøtedly to Fix Spying Missteps, TuE NEw Yonx Tl¡ars,
Al7, c. 1 -6 (Nov. 20, 2Ol3).
55.ld.
s6. rd,
s7. rd.
58. See Shane, supru note 17, aT AL
59 . See Mendoza, supra note 3 I , at A 10.
60. See Kimberly Dozier, Spy Program Origins Outlined: President George W. Bush OK'd
Effort in October'|1, T¡¡¡ CounrrR-JounNal, A3 (Dec, 22,2013).
6r. ld.
62.77 Eng. Rep. 250 (Star Chamber 1606).
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replaced, in part, the criminai offense of constructive treason,63 and made
it a crime to criticize the government or governmental officials (and, at one
point, the clergyas well)"6aThe crime was enforced by"threats ofpunishment,
litigation costs, and stigmai'6s und was justified by the notion that criticism
of the government "inculcated a disrespect for public authority""66 "Since
maintaining a proper regard for government was the goal of the offense,
it followed that truth was just as reprehensible as falsehood" and therefore
was not a defense"6T lndeed, truthful criticisms were punished more severely
than false criticisms because truthful criticisms were regarded as potentially
more damaging to the government"6s Today, the concept of seditious libel
has disappeared, as have concepts of absolute monarchy and divine right,
and been replaced by democratic principles" In a modern democratic
system, a level of governmental transparency is an essential element 6e If the

63. See William T. Mayton, Toward ø Theory of First Amendment Process: Injunctions of
Speech, Subsequent Funishment, and the Costs of the Prior Restraint Doctrine, 67 Conr.¡Erl
L. Rrv.245,248 (19B2).
64. Id. Indeed, in de Libellis Famosis, the defendants had ridiculed high clergy.
65. rd.
66. Id; see also Matt f. O'Laughlin, Exigent Circumstønces: Circumscribing the Exclusionøry
Rule in Response to 9/ 11, UMKC L. REv. 707 ,720-21 (2002) 

"

67. Id; see also William R. Glendon, The Trial of lohn Peter Zenger, 68 N.Y. Sr. B.J. 48, 49
(1ee6).
68" Se¿ Stanton l). Krauss, An Inquiry into the Right of Criminal luries to Determíne the Law
in America, 89 |. Cnlrvr. L. s CnrùIrNot,ocy l1l, 183 n.290 (1998); see alsoGlendon, supra
no[.e 67, aT 48.
69. See C. Edwin Bakeç Scope of the Fírst Amendment Freedom of Speech" 25 U"C.L.A. L. Rsv
964 (1978); Robert H" Bork, Neutral Principles and Some Fírst Amendment Problems,4T INo.
L.I. I (197L); Thomas I. Emerson, Towørd a General Theory of the First Amendment, T2 Y¡.rn
L.1.877 (1963); Alexancler Meiklejohn, The First Amendment as an Absolute, 196I S. Cr. REv
245; Russell L. Weaver & Donald E. Livel¡ UwoensteNDrNc THE Frnsr AùrErlDMENr (4'i'e<1.
2013), In the U.S., <lemocratic principles are frequently relied on by the United States Supreme
Court in construing the First Amendment protections for freeclom of speech and of the press,
For example,in Garrison v" Louisiana,379 tJ.5.64,74-75 (1964), the Court stated that "speech
concerning public affairs is more than self-expression; it is the essence of self-governmentl'ln
McDonald v. City of Chicago,l30 S. Ct. 3020, 3098 (2010), the Court srared that freedom of
expression is "essential to free government" ancl "to the maintenance of clemocratic institutionsl'
In Federal Election Commission v. Møssachuseits Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 lJ.S" 238,264 ( 19B6),
the court recognized that freeclom of speech "plays a funclamental role in a democracy; as this
Court has said, freedom of thought and speech'is the matrix, the indispensabie condition, of
nearly every other form of freedoml " As one commentator notecl: "Every government must
have some process fbr feeding back to it information concerning the attitudes, neecls and
wishes of its citizens. i..,1 The crucial point [isl not Íhat free¡lom of expression is politically
useful, but that it is indispensabrle to the operation of a democratic forrn of government. Once
one accepts the premise of the Declaration of Inclependence - that governments derive'their
just powers from the consent of the governed' - it follows that the governed must, in ortler
tû exercise their right of consent, have full fieedorn of expression both in forming intliviciual
judgments and in forming the common juclgment. [...] [Ojnce a socieÇ was committed to
democratic proceclures, or rather 1n the process of committing itsell it necessarily embracecl
the principle of open political discussion." Ernerson, suÞra note 69, at 993-884,
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people are going to vote on candidates, and express their preferences on the
major issues of the day, then they need to have enough information about
the workings of government to enable them to make informed decisions.To
The difficulty with the NS,A. program is that it has operated in deep stealth
with almost no openness or transparency. For example, when the NSA
demanded information from communications companies, it required
them to maintain confidentiality on pain of criminal penalties. in other
words, not only were the companies required to turn over the information,
but they were required to keep the government's demands secret, and not
allowed to alert their customers.Tl
Secrecy was maintained in other ways as well. rn Clapper v. Amnesty
Internøtional usA,72 attorneys and human rights, labor, legal, and
media organizations whose work required them to engage in sensitive
and sometimes privileged telephone and e-mail communications with
colleagues, clients, sources, and other individuals located abroad sought
to challenge the NSA program. Th.y argued that some of the people that
they exchanged information with were likely targets of surveillance by
the NSA because they were 'ãssociated with terrorist organizationsl' or
were "people located in geographic areas that are a special focus" of the
Government's counter terrorism or diplomatic effiorts, or activists who
oppose governments that are supported by the United States Government.
Plaintiffs asserted injury because the NSA surveillance program
compromised their "ability to locate witnesses, cultivate sources, obtain
information, and communicate confidential information to their clients."73
As a result, plaintiffs claimed that they had 'teased engaging" in certain
telephone and e-mail conversations, and that the threat of surveillance
compelled them to travel abroad in order to have in-person conversations.Ta
In other words, because of the possibility of governmental surveillance,
plaintiffs were forced to undertake 'tostly and burdensome measures" to
protect the confidentiality of sensitive communications.Ts The plaintiffs
sought a declaration that the NSA surveillance was unconstitutional,
and they also sought injunctive relief precluding the Government from
engaging in surveillance against them.76 The U.S. Supreme Court held
that plaintiffs lacked "standing" to bring the case because they could not
show a 'toncrete, particu\arized, and actual or imminent" injur¡ that is
fairly traceable to the challenged action, and that can be redressed by a

7A. See Funk, Shapiro & Weaver, supra note 13, aT623.
71. See Shane, supra note 17, at 410.
72. r33 S. Ct. 1138 (2013).
73.úd. at 1145.
74. rd.
75. ld. atIL43.
76. Id. at 1142.
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favorable rulingi'7'The Court held that plaintiffs' fear that the Government
would target their communications was simply speculative,Ts noting that
plaintiffs failed "to offer any evidence that their communications have been
monitored under $ l881al'or even that the Government had sought FISC
approval for surveillance of their communications"Te
Of course,the Clapper decision placed the plaintiffs in a Catch 22 situation"
The Court concluded that plaintiffs could not establish standing because
they could not prove that the NSA was subjecting them to surveillance.
of course, how could they satisfy this requirement? The government's
processes were secret. As a result, even if the Government was subjecting
plaintiffs to surveillance, there is a significant likelihood that they would
not know it, or be able to prove it. As a result, plaintiffs asked that the
Government be forced to reveal, through in camera proceedings, whether
it was intercepting respondents' communications and what targeting or
minimization procedures it was using.8O The Court refused to require the
Government to make this revelation,sr noting that plaintiffs were required to
establish standing by "pointing to specific factsi' and that the Government
was not required to "disprove standing by reveaiing details of its surveillance
priorities."sz The net effect was that, because the government's surveillance
program was super-secret, plaintiffs could not prove that they were under
surveillance, and therefore they could not meet the case or controversy
necessary to proceed with the litigation"
Secrecypervaded all aspects of the NSA surveillance program" The program
was premised on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) of 197883
which regulates and authorizes the government to engage in electronic
surveillance of communications for foreign intelligence purposes" The
Act creates two speciaiized courts" The first court, the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court (FISC), was given the power to approve electronic
surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes if the court found probable
cause to believe that "the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign
power or an agent of a foreign powerl'and that each of the specific "facilities
or places at which the electronic surveillance is directed is being used, or is
about to be used, by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power""sn rhe
second court, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review, was
given review jurisdiction when FiSC denied applications for electronic

77. Id. (citing Monsanto co. v. Geertson seed Farm'l30 s" ct. 2743,2752 (2010)).
78. Cløpper" 133 S. Ct. at I 148.
79.Id.
80. Id. aI1149, No. 4"
8t. fd.
82" Id.
83 50IJ.S.{-1. 5 t80\ et seq.
84.$so U.S.C. g lOs(a)(3).
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13. Tiansparency, Frivacy & The Snowden Affair (R. Weaver )

surveillance.ss However, the orders of both courts were classified as secret.
Following the 91tr I attacks, President George W. Bush expanded the NSAs
authority to conduct warrantless wiretapping of telephone and e-mail
comrnunications when one party to a communication in located outside
the United States and a participant in "the call [is] reasonably believed to be
a member or agent of Al Qaeda or an affiliated terrorist organization."só By
20A7 ' the FISC had issued orders authorizing the U.S. Government to target
international communications into or out of the United States when there
is probable cause to believe that one participant to the communication is
affiliated with Al Qaeda or an associated terrorist organization.sT Under
the Bush orders, any electronic surveillance under the NSAs program was
subject to approval by the FISC.ss
After a FISC judge issued a decision narrowly construing FISC's authority,
congress enacted the FISA Amendments Act of 200g (FISA Amendments
Act). While these amendments left much of FISA unchanged, they did create
a new basis for governmental collection of information.se In particular, $
702 of the amendments established a system under which the Government
could seek authorization for foreign intelligence surveillance that would
target the communications of non-U.S. persons located abroad.eO The new
framework did not require the Government to establish probable cause
to believe that the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power
or agent of a foreign po*.r.er The amendments also did not ..!,rir. th.
Government to specify the location of the particular facilities ãr places
where the electronic surveillance would occur.e2
Under the FISA Amendments, if the FISC issues an order permitting it, ..the

Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence may authorize
jointl¡ for a period of up to one year[,] the targeting of persons reasonably
believed to be located outside the United States to acquire foreign intelligence
informationl'e3 However, under the Amendments, the Government may not
intentionally target any person known to be in the united states or any u.s.
citizen living abroad.ea In addition, any surveillance must be consistent with
the Fourth Amendment,es and is subject to congressional review as well
as Executive Branch review.e6 In particular, the FISC court must approve
85.1d., at g lS03(b).
86. see American civil Liberties union v. NSA, 493 F.3d 644,64g (6tt' cir.2007)
87 . See Clapper, I 33 S. Cr. at 1143.
88. Id. at 1144.
89. td.
90. s0 U.S.C.A. S lsBl(a).
9T,Id,
92.úd.
93.úd.
e4.50 U.S.C, S 1881(aXbXl)-(3).
es. s0 U.S.C. S l88l(aXbXs).
96. s0 U.S.C. S 1881(a).
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the Government's "targeting" procedures, "minimization" procedures,
and a governmental certification regarding proposed surveillan ce"e7 'Ihe
'tertification" must attest to several things: ( 1) that procedures are in place "that
have been approved, have been submitted for approval, or will be submitted
with the certification for approval by the [FISC] that are reasonably designed"
to ensure that an acquisition is "limited to targeting persons reasonably
believed to be located outside" the tlnited States; (2) that minimization
procedures adequately restrict the acquisition, retention, and dissemination
of nonpublic information about unconsenting lJ"S. persons, as appropriate;
(3) that guidelines have been adopted to ensure compliance with targeting
limits and the Fourth Amendment; and (a) that the procedures and guidelines
referred to above comport with the Fourth Amendment"es Additionally, the
FISC should determine whether the targeting procedures are "reasonably
designed" (1) to "ensure that an acquisition [is] limited to targeting persons
reasonablybelieved to be located outside the United States" and (2) to'þrevent
the intentional acquisition of any communication as to which the sender and
all intended recipients are known [to] be located in the United Statesl'ee The
Court analyzes whether the minimization procedures "meet the definition
of minimization procedures under section 1S0l(h)[,] as appropriatei"0O The
Court also assesses whether the targeting and minimization procedures are
consistent with the statute and the Fourth Amendment.l0l
In regard to the l.lSA surveillance program, there was a compiete absence of
openness and transparency, and a compiete inability on the part of the public
to determine whether the surveillance was being conducted in accordance
with U"S" law. Not only the actions of the NSA, but those of the FISC, were
shielded from public scrutiny. Thus, the e-mails of Americans were being
routinely seized,l02 as were text, audio and video contained in those e-mails,103
with virtually no transparency or public oversight. Although it may be illegal
for the NSA to spy inside the U"S", NSA purportedly acted in compliance
with U.S" law"rOa The difficulty is that it was impossible for American citizens
to know what the NSA, or the FISC court, were doing. Sometimes, the NSA
collaborated with the British government's Communications Headquarters,rOs
but it is not clear that foreign governments were subject to restrictions on
their use of the NSA data"lo6

e7 " Id.
e8. 50 U.S.C. $ 1881(aXc).
ee. 50 U.S,C. S 1881a(iX2)(B)"
100, s0 U"S.C. $ lBBla(i)(2XC).
101" 50 U.S.C. $ lBBla(i)(3)(A)"
102. See Mencloza, supra note 31, at 410.
L03 Id
LA4.Id.
r05.Id.
t06.Id.
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g 3 - The Assault on Privacy

The NSA surveillance program also represents an extraordinary assault on
individuai privacy. As the Brandeis and Warren article suggests, the right
to be let alone is an essential element of a free society.r'T Although the
privacy protections afforded to Americans have always lagged behind the
protections provided by European governments to their citizens, privacy
remains a value.
The difficulty is that it is not clear that U.S. law provides much protection
against the NSA surveillance program. The most obvious source of
protection is the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.los
That Amendment was enacted in response to abuses during the colonial
period. British colonial authorities had used Writs of Assistance that
allowed them to do no more than specify the object of a search, and thereby
obtain a warrant allowing them to search any place where the goods might
be found,loe without limit as to place or duration.rl0 Colonial officials had
also used 'þeneral warrants" that required them only to speci$r an offense,
and then left it to the discretion of executing officials to decide which
persons should be arrested and which places should be searched.lir These
British practices stirred up such a high level of anger among the colonists
that, when the newly-written U.S. Constitution was sent to the states for
ratification, it rapidly became clear that the proposed constitution would
not be ratified without explicit protections against similar abuses (as well
as protection for various other rights).112 The demands culminated in an
agreement to enact the Constitution as written, but with the understanding
that the first Congress would create a Bill of Rights (which turned out to
be the flrst ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution). The Bilt of Rights
provided protections for various rights, including the Fourth Amendment's
prohibition against "unreasonable searches and seizures."l13
While it can be argued thatthe NSAs massive surveillance campaign constitutes
an "unreasonable" search and seizure of electronic communications, it is not

107 . See Warren & Brandeis, supra note 9.
108. U.S. Co¡,¡sr., Arvror. IV.
109. See Virginia v. Moore,553 U.S. 164, 168-169 (2003); Samson v. Caliþrnía,542 IJ.S,
843, 858 (2006); Atwater v. City of Lago Vista, 532 U.S. 318, 339-340 (2001): see also Russell
L. Weaver, Leslie W. Abramson, Iohn M, Burkoff & Catherine Hancock, Pnruclpr-Bs or
CnturN¡.1, PRocsnune 64 (3d ed. 2003).
1 10. Se¿ Steagøld v. United States,45l U.S. 204, 221 (t9ït); Gilbert v. Calífornia, 3gg U.S. 263,
286 (1967) (quoting Boyd v. United States, I I 6 U.S. 6t6, 625 ( 1 336)).
1ll. See Virginia v. Moore,553 U.S. 164,168-169 (2003); Steagald v. United States,45t U.S,
204,220 (1981); Payton v. New York,445 U.S. 573 (1930).
ll2. See Maryland v. Garrison,48O U.S. 79,9t (1987); see also Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc., 436
U.S. 307, 3Il (1978); Boyd v. United States,l l6 U,S. 616, 625 ( l886); see also United States v.

Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259, 266 (1990).
I13. U.S. CoNSr., Auor. IV.
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clear that the NSA has transgressed the boundaries of the Constitution under
current Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. when the Fourth Amendment
was drafted and ratified, the state of surveillance technology was relatively
crude and simplistic, and the ability of the government to pry into the lives
of private citizens was much more circumscribed" The early Americans were
focused on abuses committed by the British in using writs of assistance and
general warrants, and actual physical searches of houses or property, and the
United States Supreme Court's early definitions of the term "search" tended
to track the early understandings and concerns"rla As a result, most early
Fourth Amendment cases used a historical definition of the term "search"
by focusing on actual physical searches (intrusion into a 'tonstitutionally
protected" space) of people and places.1l5 If a place was searched, the
question was whether the government had intruded or trespassed into
a 'tonstitutionally protected areal'r16 Thus, when the police broke into
someone's house (a 'tonstitutionally protected area"), and rummaged
through its contents, the Court had no difficulty concluding that the Fourth
Amendment applied.ll7 Likewise, when the police made an unauthoñzed
entry into a car (once automobiles came into existence) to rummage through
the trunk, or they seized an individual's briefcase to review its contents, the
courts would hold that the police had conducted a search.lls
The difficultyisthat, intheensuingcenturies,policesurveillancetechnologies
have gone high tech, and U"S" Fourth Amendment jurisprudence has not
kept up with advances in technology" Indeed, modern technologies have
created orwellian possibilities for snooping.rre For example, the police now
have microphones that allow them to overhear conversations from distant
locations,r20 as well as devices that allow them to hear through walls,121 and
super-sensitive microphones that allow them to overhear conversations
through remotely placed technology"t22 Police can maintain closed circuit
lI4. See, e.g., Carroll v" United States,267 tJ.S. L32 (1925): Hester v" (lnited States,265 U.S.
57 (1924) (concluding that "the special protection accordecl by the Fourth Amen<lment to
the people in their'persons, houses, papers and effects,' is not extendeci to the open fielclsJ').
115, See Draper v. United Støtes,35B U"S. 307 (1959).
116" See, e.g., Goldman v. United States,3l6 U.S. 129 Q9a2); Olmstead v" Llnited States,277
U.S.438 (1928); Ex Parte lackson" 96 U. S. 727 (1577): see also Anthony G. Amsterclam,
Perspectives on the Fourth Amendmenf,58 Mrr.rw. L. Rrv. 34g,3gl (I974).
ll7. See Silverman v. United States,365 U.S. 505 (1961).
118. S¿e, e.g., Carroll v. United States,26T TJ.S. l3Z (1925)"
1 19" See George Orwell, ryBa, (1944).
120. See Katz v. United Støtes,389 U.S. 347 (1967) (iníolving the attachment of an electronic
listening clevice to the outsicle of a phone booth so that the police could overhear what was
being said inside the phone booth).
l2l" See Coldman v. United States,3t6 U.S. 129 (1942) (involving the use of a listening
clevice that allowerJ tl-le poiice to overhear what was being saicl in Colclman's ofñce even
though the police were locatecl in an acijoining office)"
122" See Silverman v" United Støtes,365 U.S.505 (1961) (discussing the fäct that a<lvancecl
surveillance technologies were already availabie in the 1960s).
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television systems that allow them to continuously surveil public places,r23
can use global positioning s)'stems (GPS) that allow them to continuously
monitor the location of individuals and things,rza and have devices that allow
them to overhear cell and cordless telephone conversations.l2s Moreover,
and more relevant to the NSA surveillance program, as PCs and the Internet
have come into common usage, governmental officials have devices that
allow them to monitor key strokes and other computer uses,126 and that
allow one person to invade the privacy of a person's home and data from
distant cyber sources through spyware technology."' Or, as the NSA has
done, the government can sweep up massive amounts of communications
data and information from electronic communications companies.
Even though the U.S. Supreme Court has attempted to update U.S. Fourth
Amendment jurisprudence to respond to the onslaught of advancing
technology, its efforts have proved unavailing.t2s The Court's landmark
decision in Katz v. United Stqteslze shifted the debate, and attempted to
come to grips with technology. And, indeed, Katz was revolutionary in
the sense that it broke from precedent, and laid down a new approach for
dealing with technological issues: whether the government had violated
a citizen's "reasonable expectation of privacy" (REOP).130 By shifting the
debate from unconstitutional invasions to REOB Katzoffered hope to those
who were concerned regarding the advance of technology and the potential
implications for privac¡ and seeking to rein in governmental abuses of
technology. The difficulty is that Katz has not lived up to expectations
because the Katz test has been narrowly construed, and has not easily
adapted to new technologics.l3r

123. See Dina Temple-Raston & Robert Smith, U.S. Eyes U.K.\ Surveillance Cameras, Na-
tional Public Radio, Weekend Edition Sunday (July 8, 2007). The article can be found at:
http://wwwnpr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld= I I 8 I 3693.
124. See City of Ontørio v. Quon, 130 S. Cl 2610 (2010); Devega v. Støte,286 Ga. 448, 689
s.E.2d 2e3 (2010).
125. See Peoplev. Ledesma,206 Ill. 2d571,276111. Dec. 900, 795N.8.2d,253 (2003) (discussing
a private individual's interception of a telephone conversation);
Kimberly R. Thompson, Cell Phane Snooping Why Electronic Eayesdropping Goes
Unpunished, 35 A¡u. Cnrna. L. Rrv. 137,143-44 (1,997).
126. See the computer spyware devices sold by the USA Spy Shop at the following URL:
http://www.usaspyshop.com/spy- software-c- 5 5.html.
127. See Alan F. Blakley, Daniel B. Garrie & Matthew f. Armstrong, Coddling Spies: Why
the Law Doesn't Adequately Address Computer Spyware,2005 Duru L. a TrcH. REv. 25, r
(zooS); )ason Broberg, From Calea to Cørnivore: How Uncle Sam Conscripted Private Industry
in Order to Wíretape Digital Telecommunications, TT N. Daxou L. Rev, 795 (200t);Iayni
Foley, Are Google Searches Private7 An Originalist Interpretation of the Fourth Amendment in
Online Communication Cases,22 BsnrrI-ny TncH. L.I.++Z þoo).
128, See The Fourth Amendment, Privacy and Advancing Technology, supra note 6.
129. 389 V.S. 347 (1967).
l30.Id. at 351 ("For the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places.").
131. See Weaver, suprø note 6.
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In the NSA context, the Katz test is unhelpful because of subsequent
glosses placed on that test" In particular, the U"S. Supreme Court has held
that individuals retain no "expectation of privacy" in information that they
voluntarily conveyto third parties" For example,insmithv" Maryland,,3z the
police used a pen register to record the numbers dialed from Smith's home
phone in order to investigate his possible participation in a robbery" The pen
register is a device, in this case installed by the phone company at its central
offices, that can record the phone numbers dialed from a phone, but which
does not record the contents of the telephone conversations themselves"r33
Smith argued that he had a REOP in the phone numbers because he dialed
them from the privacy of his home, and he contended that a reasonable
person would expect privacy in such information" Applying the Køtz
test, the Court disagreed, emphasizing that people rcalize that the phone
company has the capacity to record the numbers they call,r3a that the phone
company exercises that capability when it records the numbers called for
long distance billing purposes,i3s and that the phone company also uses call
records to help protect customers against unwelcome or harassing phone
calls"136 As a result, the Court concluded that telephone users do not have
a REOP in the telephone numbers that they dial.i37 The troubling aspect of
the decision was that the Court went on to make a sweeping generalization
to the effect that an individual has "no legitimate expectation of privacy"
in information that he "voluntarily turns over to third partiesl'r38 including
information turned over to the company's mechanical equipment.l3e
Smith sparked considerable debate between the justices regarding the
meaning of the REOP concept. For example, ]ustice Stewart, dissenting,
found it difficult to reconcile the decision with the holding in Katz (that
a conversation was protected even though it went through the same third
party, the phone company), and he argued that Smith was in a comparable
position to Katz (if not in a position even more deserving of protection)
because he made calls from a phone in his own home.laO Smith had no
choice but to convey the phone numbers to the phone company,14l if he

r32" 442 U.S" 73s (1e79).
133. Id. aI74l.
134. Id. at742.
r3s.Id.
136.Id. at742-743.
137. Id. aT743.
138. Id" at744"
139. Id. at745 ("IPletitioner voluntarily conveyed to Ithe phone company] information that
it had facilities for recording and that it was free to record. In these circumstances, petitioner
assumed the risk that the information would be divulgeel to policeJ').
\4A. U" at'746 ("The role piayetl by a private telephone is even more vital, ancl since Katz it.
has been abunclantly clear that telephone conversations carriecl on by people in their home-q
or offices are Íully protecte<1 by the Fourth ancl Fourteenth Amendmenisl').
141. Id. ar.746-747 .
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wanted to use his phone, and Justice Stewart speculated that not many
people would be happy to know that the numbers they dial (and thereby
send to the phone company), have no constitutional protection against
searches and seizures, especiaily given that such calls might reveal the
intimate details of the individual's life.'a2 Justice Marshall also dissented,
arguing that people expect privac¡ not only in the contents of their
telephone conversations, but also regarding the phone numbers that they
dial.1a3 Even if individuals disclose those numbers to the phone company
for a limited purpose (e.g., to make phone calls), he argued that people do
not expect that this information will be released to other persons for other
reasons, and they certainly do not contemplate that they are releasing the
information for general distribution to the public.l44 Moreover, when people
make phone communications, they had little choice (at that time anyway) but
to use that mode of communication, and therefore he argued that they did
not assume the risk that the information will be made public.las Nevertheless,
the majority concluded that there was no violation of Smith's REOP.
Smith is hardly the only decision in which the Court has held that an
individual does not retain an expectation of privacy in information turned
over to a third party. For example, in United States v. Miller,la. the Court
held that copies of checks and other bank records turned over to a bank
were not accompanied by a REOB especially since a federal law (Bank
Secrecy Act of ß7A) required that the records be maintained by the bank.
Miller provided a clear opportunity for the Court to show that Katz had
altered the Court's Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. Neverthel ess, Miller
rejected the Fourth Amendment claim noting "that there was no intrusion
into any area in which respondent had a protected Fourth Amenclment
interestl'ra7 and holding that Miller could not assert either ownership or
possession over the papers because the bank kept those records pursuant to
its statutory obligations.las Moreover, the Court concluded that a "depositor
takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another, that the information will be
conveyed by that person to the Governms¡¡"l4e |ustice Brennan dissented
arguing that Miller had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the copies of
his checks and other records held by his bank.

142. Id, at748 ("I doubt there are any who would be happy to have broadcast to the world a
list of the local or long distance numbers they have called. This is .., because it easily could
reveal the identities of the persons and the places called, and thus reveal the most intimate
details of a person's life."),
I43.Id. at748-749.
144.ld. at749-750.
145. Id, at750.
146. 42s U.S. 43s (t976).
t47. ld. at 440.
148. Id. at 442.
149,Id.
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MiIIer was followed by the holdingin Couch v. United States,r50 a case that
involved a summons issued to Couch's accountant for the production of
documents, including "books, records, bank statements, cancelled checks,
deposit ticket copies, work papers and all other pertinent documents
pertaining to the tax liability of the above taxpayeri' Although the case

focused primarily on whether Couch could assert her Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination, the case also involved Fourth
Amendment claims. In particular, Couch attempted to rely on an alleged
"accountant-client relationship'to establish a REOP in documents held by
the accountant on her behalf.lsrThe Court rejected the idea of a confidential
accountant-client privilege, and held that "there can be little expectation of
privacywhere records are handed to an accountant, knowing that mandatory
disclosure of much of the information therein is required in an income tax
return""rs2 Like Miller, Couch provided the Court with an opportunity to
clearly establish that its Fourth Amendment jurisprudence had changed"
As with bank records, when one turns records over to an accountant, one
assumes that they will be used for a limited purpose, and not disclosed
generally to the public, and therefore arguably maintains an expectation of
privacy in the records. The Court did not adopt that approach"
Pushed to their logical extremes, decisions ïilre Smith, Miller and Couch
suggest that the Fourth Amendment imposes few limitations on the
NSAs authority to collect phone, SMS and e-mail information from
communications companies" Since all of this information is voiuntarily
conveyed by the individuals to the companies, the company's customers
may not be protected under U.S. Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. Of
course, the Court may choose to shift course and to conclude that these
types of communications are fundamentally different than the transactions
involved in cases like Smith, Miller and Couch because of the broad-based
privacy implications. However, for now, there seem to be few Fourth
Amendment limitations on the NS,{s Fourth Amendment surveillance of
data held by technology and communications companies"

Conclusion

Despite movements in the United States towards greater transparency
and openness, and greater protections for individual privac¡ the
Snowden affair produced startling revelations regarding the scope of
governmental surveillance of ordinary peóple. Snowden reveaied that, not
only ís the government involved in widespread surveillance of electronic
communications, but the government is collecting and storing large

150. 409 U"5. 322 (1973't
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amounts of information. The sheer magnitude and scope of the data
collection effort is staggering.
Snowden's revelations have sparked a debate regarding the propriety of the
NSA surveiliance program,ts3 especiailythe scope of that program,rsa as well
as frank discussions between the U.S. and its allies regarding the propriety
of spying on allies.rss Indeed, within the United States, the revelations
touched offa fire storm of contrgversy. Even though President Obama tried
to assure that the NSA surveillance program was directed at foreigners
rather than at U.S. citizens, many were skeptical. Obama admitted that,
when Americans communicate with foreigners, the NSA may be able to
target their communications.rs6 As a result, the Snowden revelations have
led to frank discussions regarding the individual and policy implications of
maintaining an intrusive surveillance program in a democratic societ¡1s7
and the possibility that the data collection program wiil be turned against
American citizens.lss
Unquestionably, Snowden has been divisive. Some view Snowden as a hero
who brought important issues into public view. In a video that he released
to the public,lse Snowden sought to justify his disclosures based on the
public's right to know: "the public needs to decide whether these programs
and policies are right or wrongr'160 By contrast, the u.s. government
has attacked Snowden, claiming that his disclosures seriously damaged
American interests. ]ames R. Clapper |r., director of the NSA, stated that the
disclosures created serious risks to national securit¡ and were "literally gut-
wrenching... because of the huge, grave damage it does to our intelligence
capabilities."i6l In addition, the NSA has dismissed objections to the
surveillance program on the grounds that virtually every nation engages
in similar types of surveillance,162 a position that has some validity,t63 and it
has claimed that the NSA surveillance program has foiled some 50 terrorist
plots, at least 10 of which had targeted the u.s. homeland.r6a Indeed, the
NSA claims that the New York Stock Exchange, and the New york subway

I53. See Shane, supra note 17, aI Al & Al0,
154, Id.
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AmongTargets, USA Too¡v, 5A (June 2A,2013).
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159. See How Laura Poitras Helped Sowden, supra note 19.
160. See Mazzetti & Schmidt, supra noie 16, at Al,
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163, See id., at AIL
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system, had been targets of terrorist attacks"t6s As a result, the NSA argues
that the surveillance program has effectively thwarted additional glII
type attacks"r66 Of course, it is impossible to confirm or refute the NSÄs
allegations because of the intense secrecy surrounding the surveillance
program" In addition, it is unclear how many of these plots would have
been thwarted anyway through normal law enforcement processes" While
the government claims that the NSA. surveillance program is subject to
rigorous oversight,l67 it is impossible to conñrm that fact since the review
process is secret.
It is likeiy that the Snowden revelations will lead to restrictions on
the l.{SAs surveillance practices;16s the only issue is the nature and
substance of those restrictions" As the prior discussion of the Fourth
Amendment reveals, technology has 'butrun" policy in this area of
the law,16e and the NSAs targeting of ordinary citizens has produced
a backlash, especially over the targeting of allied nations which sorne
regard as "bad politics" and "foolishr'l7O The program is tied up in new
litigation.iTl In addition, a task force, appointed by President Obama,
ultimately recommended sweeping revisions to the NSAs surveillance
authority.l72 Among the suggested changes were to shift the NSA from
military to civilian control, as well as changes to how the NSA gathers
and stores information.lT3 The panel also suggested restrictions on
the NSAs ability to access information"rTa President Obama accepted
some of these proposals,lTs but many have questioned whether Obama's
restrictions went far enough"rT6 Recently, a report by the Privacy and
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Civil Liberties Oversight Board questioned the legality of the NSA
program.rTt
Restrictions on the surveillanceprogram maycome from the U.S. Congress. r7B

However, within Congress, the traditional conflict between transparency
and security continues to play itself out.rTe Even though some senators are
pressing for quick action (in particular, Ron wyden and Rand Paul), the
Speaker of the House (John Boehner) is wary of moving too hastil¡ as is
the Majority Leader in the U.S. Senate, Harry Reid.180 Indeed, as a number
of lawmakers have suggested, the NSA surveillance program is designed to
protect Americans.lst Of course, the question is whether the intrusiveness
of the program, and the obvious threats to privacy, justify such widespread
surveillance and data collection.rs2 Whatever compromise emerges is
unlikely to ban NSA surveillance practices completely, but may promote
greater transparency.ts3 For example, one proposal would impose disclosure
requirements on intelligence agencies, and require the submission of reports
on the use of mass surveillance techniques, and the number of instances in
which the agencies have violated privacy rules or safeguards.lsa
The ultimate check on governmental abuse may come from the electronic
communications companies themselves. As the Snowden disclosures
became public, U.S. technology and communication companies became
increasingly concerned that foreigners would stop doing business with
them in an effort to minimize NSA surveillance of their activities.rss As
a result, a number of technology companies have been at the forefront
in terms of demanding restrictions on NSA surveillance activities.rs6 For
example, companies like Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter,
AoL and Linkedin, have presented their own plans for regulating online
spying, and have taken out full page advertisements in various newspapers
articulating their concerns.l87 As one technoiogy executive stated, "People
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won't use technology they dont 1¡.rs1"r8s of course, the technology
companies are part of the problem because they collect so much personal
information about people, and the government simply seeks to access that
information.lse Nevertheless, the technology companies push for greater
transparency regarding the government's surveillance program is likely to
succeed.reo Th.y achieved some success in a recent settlement with the NSA
which provided that electronic communications companies could publicly
reveal some surveillance data.ler
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